Integration of cytogenetic data with genome maps and available probes: present status and future promise.
The National Cancer Institute has established an initiative, called the Cancer Chromosome Aberration Project (Ccap), in order to link and integrate the physical and genetic maps of the human genome with cytogenetic data and the location of chromosomal rearrangements in human diseases. This goal will be achieved by high-resolution fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) mapping of colony-purified bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones spaced at 1-to 2-Mb intervals across the entire genome. All BAC clones will be anchored on the physical map by the presence of a mapped sequence tagged site (STS). The generation of a publicly accessible clone repository will allow convenient distribution of these BACs. Ccap data can be correlated with other cancer-associated and genomic databases, such as the catalog of chromosomal aberrations in cancer and the emerging full genomic sequence. We anticipate that the use of Ccap clones will expedite and refine the mapping of chromosomal breakpoints. The eventual set of approximately 3,000 Ccap BACs should facilitate the production of BAC-containing DNA chips for assessing copy number of genomic segments by matrix comparative genomic hybridization. In addition, the repository will provide genome-wide tools for defining chromosomal aberrations in cytological specimens by interphase cytogenetics. The Ccap Web site illustrates goals and progress of this initiative (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/CCAP/).